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Introduction
Teaching methodology has remained same for hundreds of years before the 21 st century. Students
would learn from their teachers in their physical presence. Sometimes the source of knowledge was
books and other times it was a conversation with the teacher.
The penetration of internet changed all that in the 21 st century. Today we have information at our
fingertips and our teachers are spread across the globe.
In this insight we are going to look at the online education applications industry. We will coverscope of
the industry, future of this market as well as the current overview with a deep understanding of why
edtech apps have caught the attention of investors and entrepreneurs.The global eLearning market was
estimated to be at USD 165 billion in 2015 and is projected to grow to USD 275 billion according to Orbis
research. India’s online education market is projected to be at USD 1.96 billion by 2021. That’s an
exponential growth from USD 247 million valuations in 2016. The potential of growth for educational
apps is huge,consideringtheir download at 3% in terms of total app downloads.
Thanks to online education, the best courses in the world are now accessible to everyone across the
globe. Distance learning and skill certifications from best universities are within reach for many because
of the online educational boom.
From the business point of view, there is no better industry than the Indian online education to invest
your time, effort and money. We have the largest population of young students who are eager to learn.
Government’s digitalization and growing internet penetration will only help the industry in future. The
market is crowded, but as you read on you will realize that there is still place to make your niche and
catch the wave in its early phase.

Online Education Apps Market
To understand the online education applications market in India we must understand its demand and
supply first. Variety in demand, large gap between urban and rural areas and influence of parents in
choosing education makes Indian market unique.The external environment and challenges are equally
unique too. If you are interested in investing in Indian online education industry, you must know the
opportunities, drivers and segments of this market.

Let’s look at these one by one.
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Scope of Market
Education industry in India is multi-layered with many overlapping structures and institutes. It’scommon
for Indian kids to go to a school, a tuition class (that is separate from school and vocational/ sports
coaching all together, not to forget the entrance exam preparation which is a huge market within itself.
All of this can be taken online so that you can imaginethescope of online education in India to be wide.
It is not only the school going students that are consuming content from these apps. Working
professionals and adult population are increasingly updating their knowledge out of need or just out of
plain curiosity. Many IT professionals are taking up massive open online courses (MOOCs) on sites like
Udemy, Course Era, to stay relevant in this era of technological advancements..
In fact even technology platforms that support learning content like learning management systems
(LMS) and school support software like school management apps can be counted as part of online
education sectors. Hence the market can be divided into two segments – one that produces its own
educational content and other that only hosts educational content by external teachers, instructors and
content writers.

Market Segmentation
As mentioned in above section, the online education app market has a wide scope. It can be segmented
on many parameters.

B2B vs B2C
Depending on who the end buyer is, the market can be divided into B2B (corporate learning) or B2C
(individual learning).
Almost every company today already hasadigital learning initiative or plans to implement it in near
future. Companies are using e-learning modules, Virtual Instructor Led Training (VILT) and microlearning (videos) to train different departments like sales, operations, HR, etc. Online education is not
limited to employees. Companies are also training their customers, external partners and vendors.
The revenue ticket size of B2B application is much bigger than the B2C segment. Companies are ready to
spend on LMS and tailor-made content. This is a lucrative segment once you get the right team of
content developers, instructional designers and domain experts. Many eLearning companies have made
their niche in training in one domain like BFSI, FMGC, Pharma or STEM.
On the other hand is B2C segment where the content is standardized, consumed at individual level and
paid for by every learner separately. Here the market research is prime as learners will sign up only after
you have produced the content. Here it is important to size the market correctly. Too big a market niche
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will lead to confused and generalized content that does not solve any purpose, whereas too narrow
niche might lead to small market size that is not viable for business.

There is also C2C channel that has emerged where the online platform connects teachers to students.
Here the content creators are registered teachers and app is simply a platform to connect students to
teachers. ‘Chegg Tutors’ is doing this successfully by helping high school students connect to right tutor
online. In India, Qriyo is growing rapidly by connecting parents to local home tutors.

Technology
Online education apps can employ many technologies. From a basic online portal to a complex Learning
Management System (LMS), content can be distributed in many ways. Most platforms are using hybrid
channels that is a mix of web based and mobile application.

Purpose of Learning
This is the most common way of segmentation when thinking of education market. The purpose of
online learning could be –


Supplemental Education






Test Preparation
Reskilling & Certification
Language and Casual Learning
Higher Education

1 Projected Market Split in 2021 (Source:https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/in/pdf/2017/05/Online-Educationin-India-2021.pdf)
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Supplemental Education
This learning content supplements the structured school curriculum. These apps are meant to cover
topics taught in school but in a simplified manner using visualization, gamification and micro-learning.
These could be for primary, secondary or high school students. This is the fastest growing segment in
India and it is still in early growth phase. RedSeer research indicates that the online supplemental
education is a USD 65 million market largely dominated by Class 6-10 courses.
This segment could also cover graduation students that have a structured course (eg: MBBS students);
although there are very few apps in this category.

Test Preparation
Competitive exam preparation market is projected to grow at a CAGR of 16% from 2018 to 2022
according to market research firm Tachnavio. Millions of students appear for entrance exams like JET,
NEET, CET, UPSC and numerous other entrance exams for graduation, post-graduation and government
jobs. Exam coaching apps offer subject training, concept clarification, doubt solving and test practice to
prepare students for these exams.
The segment typically has a paid user base of less than 20%. Majority of students prefer free
educational content on apps and YouTube. According to a 2016 KPMG report, the online test
preparation segment was worth USD 43 million but had only 196,000 paid users.

Reskilling and Certification
A continuous change in workplace owing to changing technology has led many professionals to take up
online education. Online courses that upgrade your professional skill fall under this category.This
segment has a higher revenue stream as target audience is mostly working professionals expecting a
return on education. The aim is to get better at your profession which would lead to better hourly
payment, offers or projects. Indeed this is the largest category in Indian online education industry with a
market value of more than USD 100 million.
Demand for reskilling programs is expected to keep growing as professionals take up these courses to
keep themselves relevant in the market.
Platforms like Udemy and Coursera have been immensely successful in capturing this segment. We can
expect to see more platformsspecializing in subjects and professions.

Language and Casual Learning
Here the learner demand is driven by a desire to learn an art or be recognized in a social situation. As
disposable incomes rise and people strive for something outside their career for fulfillment, courses in
hobbies such as music, painting, language, etc are being popularized.
Duolingo and Masterclass have done a phenomenal job at capturing this market globally. There are no
major Indian players in this category. Given the fact that this segment is still in its nascent stage, it’s a
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good time to jump in. The monetization potential is also great as people attach aspirational value to arts
and hobbies.

Higher Education
This is an alternative to traditional higher educational courses taught at colleges. This market hasn’t
really picked up in India, as most parents prefer certified degree from an offline government recognized
university. However, changing government framework and corporate recognitions could give it a boost.

Learner Age
It is important to understand the age group of your target market segment. This is closely related to
learning purpose. It is safe to assume that learners for supplemental educational courses will be within
the age group of 7 to 20 years, whereas learners for casual learning app will be widely distributed across
age.

Structured vs. Unstructured
Some learning content must be structured and sequential whereas others could be adaptive and
innovative. For example, content for reskilling and certification has to be structured and standardized.
On the other hand language learning can be more flexible with a mix of interactive lessons, short stories
and video clips.

Before you narrow down on your segment you must know where your target falls within each of above
segments. As you can see that the online education market is gigantic in India,you can choose your niche
within this market based on learning purpose, learner age group, and technology platform.

Market Drivers
External market drivers for the industry are looking up and online education app industry can expect a
supporting environment in coming years. Here are the market drivers for online education app business.

Young Population
The strongest driver in any market is the demand for the product or service. For online education app
the demand strongly depends on the number of students in need of training content. India has the
largest population of youth. With a population of over 600 million under the age of 25, the opportunity
for online education is huge. A majority of learners taking eLearning courses are under 40. A steady
supply of young and aspirational students means a strong demand for learning apps for years to come.
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A survey of 5000 Indian students conducted by World Economic Forum revealed that 76% of youth are
interested in participating in skill development programmes.
(https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/10/here-s-what-young-indians-really-want-from-life/)
Compare this to the fact that less than 3% of India’s youth is skilled enough to take up a job. Online
education can do much to bridge this gap between skilled professionals and aspiring students.

Internet Penetration
In 2016 Reliance Jio launched its cheap data rates with a wide network all over the country. Today, 560
million people in India have access to internet in India. This figure is estimated to cross 650 million by
2021.India’s internet penetration stands at 34%. Still, it is low compared to developed countries.
However better reachintier I and tier II is expected to boost learner sign ups in semi-urban and rural
areas in coming years. Semi urban areas suffer from poor coaching and education quality. Because of
this, test preparation and supplemental education segment is expected to benefit the most in these
smaller cities.

Cost of Education
Cost of education in India has gone up by 175% from 2008 to 2014. A graduation course in private
university that costedINR50K in 2008 costs INR 5 lakh today. The fees at government colleges are on a
lower side but they do not have enough seats to provide education to India’s growing youth population.
Even costs of tuition classes for school students have soared up. As cost of education becomes
unaffordable, online certifications and degrees are going to get popular.
Because online education apps do not have to deal with the costs of running a brick and mortar college,
they can offer courses at a much cheaper rate. As more students sign up for online courses the costs will
be distributed over a large population with no location constraints. This economy of scale makes online
universities more attractive for investors and the courses more affordable for students.
One crucial change needed in online higher education segment is government recognition and corporate
backing for these courses. Without a concrete return on investment for online certification courses,
students and parents will be weary of replacing these courses with traditional degrees. Nonetheless,
other segments like test preparation and supplemental education will still benefit from lower cost of
education.

Urban- Rural Gap
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The quality of education in semi-urban and rural areas in India is not up to the mark to say the least.
Only 4.5% of males and 2.2% females are graduates in rural area
(https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/indicators/literacy-rate-at-71-in-rural-india-86in-urban-survey/articleshow/47886609.cms?from=mdr). Many rural areas do not even have education
after secondary school. Because of our country’s huge area and numerous remote pockets,it is difficult
for government to ensure educational parity throughout the country
Moreover the employability of youth in rural area is abysmally low. Apart from having low technical
know-how, students are lacking computer knowledge, communication and presentation skills.
This serves as a ready market of young students who are deprived of quality education but are eager to
get employed. Skill enhancement courses, vocational training and spoken English are some of the
segments that will do well in tier I and tier II cities in future.

Government Support
All degrees need to be approved by University Grants Commision in India to be valid. Although
government has allowed 15% of existing universities to offer online courses, the recognition is not given
to virtual or online universities yet.
However Indian government has realizedtherole that digitalization can play in bridging the gap between
urban and rural education. The interest in digitalizing education is clear by government online initiatives
in this sector. Here are some of the digitalization efforts take by government of India:






E-Basta– An online library of e-books that can be accessed by schools, students and publishers
SWAYAM – Online education platform that hosts lectures and learning material by best teachers
in the country. Learning content is available from class 9 up to post-graduation in the form of
video lectures, reading materials, self-assessment tests and discussion forum. This is available
for free of cost to anyone who wants to learn in the country.
Skill India – An initiative by Prime MinisterNarendraModi to train over 40 crore students in
various industry skills by 2022.
Digital India – Although this is not directly related to education industry but this campaign helps
online education industry by providing infrastructure. Under this initiative, government is
improving online infrastructure throughout the country and providing government services
electronically.

Disposable Income
As disposable incomes rise in urban India, people spend on entertainment, consumer goods and selflearning. A wide variety of courses ranging from baking to language learning are being taken up by this
market. In fact language and casual learning segment has the second highest user base of 353,000(the
first highest being that of primary and secondary supplemental education at 467,000). As online learning
apps like Masterclass and Duolingo have proved, adults are ready to invest in learning hobbies and
9
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developing skills that are not related to their profession. Here the demand is not driven by academics
and career rather by curiosity and self-actualization needs.
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Top Online Learning Apps
The online education app market is huge, and comparing all the apps under one umbrella would not be
a fair. As you can see in the below list of top education apps on Google play (source: Sensortower.com),
some of the apps are not strictly educational. Hence we will look at top three apps under each of the
four categories – supplemental education, reskilling and certification, language & casual learning and
test preparation. We are limiting our scope to popular apps only within the Indian market.
Also, we are not considering higher education segment because the only top apps in this category that
have already been established in physically present universities. Lack of recognition of online universities
is the reason that most Indians would not consider online higher educational degree as a serious
certification. Hence there are no popular apps offering purely online degree certificates. Those offering a
few courses in these segments market themselves as reskilling and certifications app instead.
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Supplemental Education
Byju’s – The Learning App

Downloads – 50 miliion+
Byju’s offers learning programs for K12 students (class 4 to 12) in common subjects like maths and
science. The app has more than 50 million downloads and 16 million registered students on . This
Bangalore based startup also offers competitive exam materials for CAT, NEET, JEE, GRE, GMAT etc.
The revenue model is freemium, meaning the students are given free content for some time and then
charged a subscription fee. The fee depends on the course subscribed and can vary from INR 10K to
60K.The edutech giant valued at $5.4 billion claims to have 80% of repeat customers on their app. The
app also earns from offline coaching, offline career counseling and in-app purchases.

Toppr

Downloads – 5 Million+
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A personalized app for CBSE students, Toppr covers all subjects from class 5 to class 12 – maths, science,
EnglishandSocial science. Video lectures are available in Hindi as well as English and the app has realtime doubt clearing feature. Educational content can also be used for students in ICSE and state board
as well as students appearing for competitive entrance exams like MHT-CET, TS-EAMCET, APEAMCET, BITSAT, VITEEE

Khan Academy : Free Learning App

Downloads – 10 Million+
This US based app provides free educational content in true sense. There is neither a
subscription model nor advertisements. This is possible because Khan Academy is a nonprofitcompany, funded by big investors like Google and Bill Gates Foundation.
The app has over 10,000+ science and maths video lessons with quizzes and unit tests.
Educational content is aligned to CBSE syllabus but students appearing for state boards and
competitive tests also learn from these lessons.
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Test Preparation
There are thousands of app under test preparation category. Usually apps are well known for
particular segment of exams like – bank exams, government colleges, defense services,
government services, etc. Here we are listing three of the popular apps but there are many
more good apps depending on the exam.

Gradeup

Downloads – 10 Million+
Gradeup is a free exam preparation app best known for government job exams likebank, UPSC,
SSC, GATE. The learning is community centric with over 1.5 million aspirants and expert
mentors. From previous year’s solved papers to exam notification, the app has everything that
an aspirant might need.

All of the test preparation content is free. However users can avail paid offerings namely – test
series and virtual classroom for real-time live sessions. The app is profitable, although their
current goal is not profit but a vision to reach 30-40% of aspirants in the Indian market.
15
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Unacademy Learning App

Downloads- 10 Million+
This app offers exam preparation for competitive exams like UPSC,SSC, IIT JEE, NEET-UG, NEET-PG,
bank exams and defense services exam. Unacademy has weekly live sessions where students can
ask their doubts, take weekly tests and monitor performance statistics and track their improvement.
The app has more than 10 million download on Google Play.It started as a YouTube channel and
marketed itself as free app earlier. It still has some courses for free, however it has now shifted to a
subscription based model where ‘Unacademy Plus’ subscribers get unlimited access to all
educational content on app.
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Testbook

Downloads- 5 Million +
Testbook is test preparation app for government and bank exams. As the app targets aspirants
from Tier II, Tier III and Tier IV towns, all its content is available in English and Hindi. Students
can attempt mock tests for free and also join discussion forums to clear doubts.

Language & Casual Learning
Duolingo

Downloads – 100 Million+
17
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Duolingo is the top learning app not only in India but across the world. The app tapped into aspiration of
the general public to learn foreign languages for free. The app has been widely successful because of its
clean and simple user experience and use of data to understand user psychology. The app launched beta
testing version in 2011 and had a waiting list of 300,000 users within a month. Initiatives like continuous
A/B testing in user experience and gamifications have led to the success of Duolingo.

Dictionary.com

Downloads – 10Million +
Dictionary.com is a free English dictionary app for android users. The app is not only used by
general public to improve their English, but also by competitive exam aspirants like SAT, TOEFL
and IELTS.

Reskilling & Certification
You might not see any Indian players in top casual learning and reskilling segment. These segments are
dominated by large global players like Duolingo and Udemy. Unlike k-12 segment there are no
requirements for the unique to Indian market here. The courses developed for global markets work well
even in Indian markets. However, this is a good opportunity for anyone who can identify niche learning
need of Indian market in these segments. If marketed well there is potential for local players who can
cash in on regional needs that the global players can miss on.

Udemy
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Downloads – 10 Million+
Udemy provides thousands of video courses on every topic imaginable, under the sun. Course topics
vary from hobby photography to professional skills like machine learning. The online platform does not
produce its own content but hosts courses by external instructors. Instructors are not charged anything
for hosting free courses but for paid coursesUdemy keeps anywhere from 50% to 75% of revenue.
Because the target audience is adult working professionals, the app offers offline learning and audiomode only to accommodate people who are travelling or multitasking.

Coursera

Downloads – 10 Million+
Coursera partners with top colleges and universities across the world to offer specialized
courses to professionals. Again the platform does not make its own content but only hosts
courses by universities. Unlike Udemy, Coursera does not collaborate with any instructor
outside the academia. Hence the course style is more academic and structured.
Signing up for any course is free but you have to pay a fee if you want certification for the
completed course. Because of its conventional course structure and strict regulation on
instructors, Coursera courses are valued better in the employment market.
19
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SoloLearn: Learn to Code for Free

Downloads-5 Million+
Sololearn focus on developers who want to upgrade their coding skills and stay in touch with latest
coding trends. The app offers thousands of programming topics in addition to a thriving community of
developers who help each other. All learning content is free and the app earns from ads and in-app
purchases.

The Indian online education space is exploding and there are many more promising homegrown apps in
addition to the ones mentioned above. It is impossible to cover all of them in this insight however you
can check this article to look at some more startups.
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Revenue Stream
There are many ways to monetize an eLearning app. Most of the startups concentrate on increasing user
base before worrying about profitability. But this does not have to be the case. As long as users see
value in your offering you can be making money from day one.
Getting users to pay for educational content is something most players in this space struggle with.
Advertising is tricky because distracting students with ads is counter-productive here. For this reason
advertising is out of question for most apps.
As for paid apps, it is common to see user sign up dwindling if the app is paid download. The challenge
here is to create a value for users. Most of the content is freely available today on YouTube. Every topic
of every subject is pretty much covered on YouTube or somewhere else on the internet. Users typically
try free versions of several apps before taking an annual paid subscription. Hence you need to have a
very strong reason that compels learners in an already crowded online education market.
That being said more than 50% eLearning apps are paid and edutech startups are making money with
innovative models. Monetization strategy can vary from one segment to another and from one market
to another. What may work for one app may not work for another despite being in the same segment.
So each business should try customizing theirown monetization strategy. Here are some ways online
education apps are making profits.

Subscription
Under subscription based model, students pay a one-time feeto access courses, test papers, video
tutorials, etc. This is the most common monetization strategy used by online educational apps.
This model is viable for apps that have built their brand and have sizable number of users. Many
edutech startups offer free educational content initially to build up user base and later restrict content
to paid users only. Since paid app download can drive away new users, companies offer a free trial
month for the app before proposing subscription plans. An online education app can expect to convert
anywhere from 10% to 20% of its user base into paid customers.According to a KPMG and Google
report, students and parents prefer flexible payment terms like monthly installments to pay for
subscriptions.

In-app purchases
Here all the educational content is free but the apps sell related products and services to users. These
services offered can be an extension of the educational content on the app. For example, Byju’s sell its
offline coaching and career counseling under this model. Other apps sell educational material and
services like textbooks and personal doubt solving sessions with a teacher.
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Remember to keep services offered under in-app purchase to be in line with user intention in the app.
Selling unrelated products will only lead to confused user experience, bad reviews and frustration for
students.

Freemium Model
This is a mix of free and paid app. Also known as freemium model, this strategy allows users to
download and use app for free but restricts certain features only for paid customers. For example,
GradeUp allows its users to access community learning for free but requires users to pay for accessing
test series and live sessions. Another example is Coursera in the reskilling and certification segment.
Coursera offers free courses to all, however users need to pay a $100 fee to be able to download
certificate for completed course.
Freemium model is proving to be the most effective way to monetize app user base. This model works
best because users are not willing to pay for content that they cannot try in advance. By allowing access
to free educational content app can build trust and credibility with users which make them more likely
to purchase.

In-app Ads
As mentioned earlier, in-app ads are tricky for education sector. It works well for gaming apps where
users are eager to get back to the game. However in education distracting students with ads is actually
counter-productive. Still some education apps are using this model successfully. An example is language
learning app-Duolingo. The top grossing app shows advertisements to its unpaid users with an option to
‘pay to remove ads’.

Sponsorship
Sponsorship can work well for users, app developer and sponsors. Here the users are given full access to
educational content for free. The cost of running, developing and operating the app is borne by a
sponsor. In return the app may run banner ads or logo placement for sponsors. Corporates, educational
institutes and nonprofit institutions are all possible sponsors for educational apps.
In this model the app is not crowded with irrelevant ads keeping the user experience clean and effective
for students. The sponsors build their brand and reach out to thousands if not millions of its target
audience. Online educational sponsorship can also work well as image building and CSR activity for
companies.

Crowd funding
Crowd funding is a novel concept that’s catching up for digital products. Crowd funding platforms allow
app developers to pitch their idea to public to raise capital. In this way people who believe in your cause
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and idea are able to invest in your app. Rather than going to a sponsor or investor for a big investment,
crowd funding collects numerous small contributions from general public.
Although this is mainly a fundraising activity, crowd funding can also be a revenue stream for your
education app. App developers can keep the education app free and make revenues from crowd funding
platforms like Patreon, Kickstarter, Indiegogo or India’s education crowd funding platform - Ketto
A successful example of crowd funding for educational app is Lingual – a language learning app. This app
raised more than $5,000 on Kickstarterto complete its app development and also made profit from it.

Launching anOnline Learning App
Given the encouraging environment for online education and its expected growth trajectory, it is no
surprise that many entrepreneurs are keen on edtech startup space. The global eLearning market is
estimated to reach $65.41 billion by 2023. This is an exponential growth for any company that gets into
the industry right now.
Although there are already thousands of eLearning apps in app store, there is definitely potential for
quality educational content and effective user experience. As we have seen above, the market can be
divided into many segments with a possibility for multiple niche within these segments.
Here are the three main stakeholders in an online education app and the exchanges between them. Of
course this is simplified version of how an app works, but it’s enough to give an overview of where to
start and how to go about planning an eLearning app.

Content Creators

Educational
Content

Online Platform
Interface Providers

Training Material
Content writers, ID,
Teachers, Professors
Revenue
sharing/
Compensation

UX, App developers,
Customer support,
Database
management

Course,
Degree,
Evaluation

Learners
Customers

Subscription
fees/ Course
fee

Students, Job seekers,
Professionals

Let’s look at each component assuming you want to start an online education app

Learners
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This is your demand side. Learners or students are the end users for your application. Before you start
working on your app it is very important to have a clear understanding of who you market.. Narrow
down on your target segment and build a customer profile of them. You should be able to answer
questions like:









What is the age, gender and location of my market?
What challenges do they face in educational front?
What are their aspirations?
What are their expectations from an app?
How much are they willing to pay for my service/product?
Where can I find them? Where do they spend their time?
What communication do they respond to?
What are their pain points in life in general and in education specifically?

Remember that for K-12 students, the user may be students but the decision makers will be parents and
teachers. So you need to research not only about your users but also anyone who influences their
decision to learn and purchase.
Of course this will require deep market research and need analysis. Besides this,youalso need to ask
education specific questions. This will be your training need analysis. You need to know what your
market wants to learn and how they want to learn it. This will also require a lot of testing as most people
do not know what they want until they see it. So beta testing and MVP (minimal viable product) testing
are actually a part of your market research.

Content Creators
Moving on to the supply side, content is the backbone of your application. It is the very core of the
product that you are offering and so it has to be up to the mark. Subpar content will not make the cut in
already overcrowded eLearning market.
For this reason you need professional content writers, subject matter experts, instructional designers,
visual designers, translators and authoring tool experts. If your content video is heavy then you will also
need a video production team. A stable and effective team that churns out consistent quality content is
what makes your app.

Online Platform
Joining the demand and supply of online educational content is your application. ELearning audience in
India prefer to access learning on both laptop and mobile. Hence, one must look atmulti-channel
developing applications.Here are the resources you will need to develop and maintain your application.
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UX Designers
User experience designers will make the wireframe of your app and decide key features of your app. For
example, the UX designers must decide navigation and color scheme. He/she must decide whether the
app should display progress bar at each lesson or not. Even minor changes in features and navigation
can make the app intuitive and user friendly. For example, a one tap social media (facebook /gmail) sign
up will make new registrations hassle-free and will cut down failed login attempts.
Another feature that is important, considering India’s low internet coverage is offline content. In case of
spotty connection in rural areas this will allow users to study in low coverage areas and amidst power
cuts.
Needless to say everything has to be in line with the overall vision and purpose of the app and marketing
guidelines. Content developers, app developers, marketers and researchers have to work together on
shaping the user experience.

Developers
Once the app is planned to every detail according to the findings in need analysis phase,it’s time to
develop the application. A battery of technology resources is required in this phase.
Architects develop the framework and chart out the outline of the application. Developers are the ones
who actually lay down the building blocks of this framework by coding the app. Post-development,
testers check the application for functionality, usability and consistency.

Operations & Support
Operations and customer support team ensure that your users have a smooth learning experience. Day
to day maintenance activities would include uploading new content, solving user issues, onboarding new
partner/ teachers and monitoring user behavior and purchases.
An essential feature for younger generation of users is helping chat window and live support. Most apps
are using a combination of chatbots and live customer support executives to ensure quick turnaround
and satisfactory resolution. In addition, if your app has social features like discussion forums or live
meetings you will need administrators for monitoring functionalities and approving posts.

Marketing
Marketing an online app can be innovative and fun. Because apps have only become popular in past ten
years it is still a novel product to sell. Marketers of digital products have come up with new marketing
strategies like content marketing, inbound marketing, app store optimization and influencer marketing
campaigns.
Noida based edtech startup GradeUp’sinfluencer marketing proved to be immensely successful for the
online test preparation app. The app knew its future lay in the growing youth population of Tier II and
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Tier III cities in India and wanted to increase their reach in these cities. GradeUp’s a marketing team
launched a campaign called ‘Champions’ through which they partnered with 20 students in each city.
These influencers gave their inputs to improve the app to match student expectations. These
ambassadors engaged more students from their cities and influenced others to sign up with the app.
Through word of mouth and influencer recommendation GradeUp increased its user base substantially.
In Agra their user base increased by a whopping 1500 percent!
This is what innovative marketing can do for digital apps. Fortunately marketing doesn’t have to be
expensive (though a fat marketing budget doesn’t hurt), reaching out to even a few right influencers can
change your growth trajectory.

Database Management
Choosing right database is crucial for smooth functioning of your app. If your app stores data and reads/
writes requests for data then you will need a strong database management in place. Several open
sourced databases like MySQL, MongoDB, Memcached, SQLite, etc., are available for developerstoday.
What database you choose will depend on various parameters like your app features, scalability
requirement, data layers, data structure, data size, data security and network availability of your users.
Some applications may require more than one database to ensure proper functioning.
An important requirement for most apps today is data storage on cloud to allow for anytime any-device
access to learning content.

Future of Online Learning Apps Market
Hybrid Channels
Students have increasingly indicated that they prefer both laptops and mobile to access online learning.
Usually professionals taking reskilling certifications prefer laptops whereas casual learning and language
segment prefer a mobile. This is because professionals spent most of their time working on a laptop and
find it easy to open educational apps in the same device. Alternately, students access size heavy
content like videos on laptop rather than on a smartphone. This trend to access course in both channels
is expected to continue in the future and so any new edtech app developer must build both web based
and mobile based applications.

Gamification
Millennials are known to have lower attention spans than previous generations. A good way to hold
their attention is gamification. Infusing your lessons with rewards and threats can make learning more
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engaging and enjoyable. Many eLearning apps are using the concept of rewards like points, scores,
virtual currencies and leaderboards to keep students coming back.
Top grossing app Duolingo has used gamification successfully. The language learning app engages users
with learning day streaks, lingots (virtual currency), leaderboard scores and lost hearts in case of
mistakes in lessons.
Gamificationcan make even the mundane tasks funny and engaging. Again, the gamification has to be in
line with the purpose of your app. For example, since test preparation is all about scoring a better rank
amongst all aspirants, a leaderboard and top scoring badge makes sense for such an app.

Practical Learning
Students will value courses that teach practical skills rather than just theoretical knowledge. Of course in
segments like supplementation education and test preparation the courses will have to follow academic
syllabus. However, in reskilling & certification segment we are seeing more apps offering soft skills,
internship opportunities and live projects to enhance practical learning.
For example, skill development application-Masterclass brings in industry experts to teach lessons in
each subject. Practical support is not limited to reskilling segment alone. An example in supplemental
education is Byju’s personal counseling and offline career consultation. Such industry collaboration and
mentorship programs are expected to rise in online education market.

Personalized Learning
Each student is unique and everyone requires a different approach to learning. As apps collect multiple
data sets on students and track learner behavior, it will be possible to personalizelessons to suit each
learner. An example is Knewton, an adaptive learning company that uses learning analytics to track
student performance and recommend future courses accordingly.
Although companies are working on the idea, hardly anyone in eLearning industry is using big data to
customize learning at individual level. Applying data analytics can truly change how students learn and it
is probably the next disruptive practice of education industry.

Augmented Reality
Augmented reality (AR)was brought to mainstream gaming with Pokeman Go in 2016. AR enhances real
world experiences with digital elements like visuals, texts or audio.
The application of augmented reality to enhance learning is widely anticipated in coming years. AR can
be used to learn about everyday objects,for a better understanding of subjects like biology, geography
and even complex science and math concepts. An example of AR in biology could be students scanning
plantsaround them with smartphone camera to get instant information on its scientific name, medicinal
value, etc,. So far no player has been able to bring augmented reality to the masses. However this
technological explosion in language learning, supplemental training and casual learning is imminent.
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Check out some of the app categories which can be developed
into apps:
1. Edutainment Apps: For children to enhance learning through games or a gamified learning
platform. They can have education and entertainment all together.
2. Workbook Apps: To help learners to learn and practice more about what they have learned in
their classes.
3. E-books apps: To develop augmented and Virtual classrooms, aimed at future developments.
Can save papers by sharing printed e-notes.
4. Interactive storytelling: Focused at kids to cultivate a reading habit in them. It can be
developed in an interactive way for kids to feel it more interesting.
5. School Management Apps: For schools to manage thingsrangingfrom admissions to exam
results and school bus tracking to marking attendance.
6. Educational Management Apps: To manage educational issues like giving notes, exams etc.
7. Memory workout Apps:To improve mental ability and reasoning skills through games. Far
away from the conventional method of learning.
8. Multimedia:To learn about the multimedia skills
9. Subject Learning Apps: To know more about a particular subject. This would be more helpful
for school children and teachers.

Partnering with ‘Edsys for Education’
Building an online app from ground up is a consuming task. The budget involved is big and there is no
room for error in execution of the idea. For the first time,foreducation app builders there are too many
things that one can get confused with. Partnering with one of the best educational software provider‘Edsys for Education’can be a wise business decision in such cases.
At Edsys for education, we have built more than a dozen successful online education apps. From
choosing the right niche to reaching out to your target market, we can help you in each stage with our
deep understanding of the Indian app market. We work with our clients to develop a detailed app
delivery plan with a fixed budget to begin with. Our expert app development and adherence to app
store standards means that that your app will be approved on Google Play and App Store.
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Conclusion
The online education app industry is about to explode and now it is the right time to jump onto the
wagon. With the largest pool of young population, India is best positioned to take advantage of this
boom. The growing number of educational apps on app store and multimillionevaluations of Indian
edTech startups like Byju’s is a testimony to this fact. The app stores are filled with big names in online
education segments but there are still niches that no player has reached. Even a new player can disrupt
the market with application of innovative ideas like AR, customized learning or lower cost offering.
Profitability is not a problem in the sector as long as you choose your segment wisely and deploy the
right monetization strategy. With the help of right app development partner, online education app is a
profitable proposition.
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